
More Summer Reads for 5th and 6th Grades

Chloe in IndiaChloe in India
by Kate Darnton

Forging an abiding friendship despite

their differences in race and cultural

customs, Chloe and Lakshmi, misfit

newcomers to Class Five at Premium

Academy in New Delhi, learn to make

positive changes by honoring their

individuality.

The Inquisitor's Tale:The Inquisitor's Tale:
Or, the Three MagicalOr, the Three Magical
Children and TheirChildren and Their
Holy DogHoly Dog
by Adam Gidwitz

Crossing paths at an inn, three 13th-

century travelers impart the wryly

whimsical tales of a monastery oblate,

a Jewish refugee and a psychic

peasant girl, who, in the company of a

loyal greyhound, must escape evil

knights, sit alongside a king and save

their land from a flatulent dragon.

Towers FallingTowers Falling
by Jewell Parker Rhodes

Three dynamic fifth-graders who

were born after September 11 work

together on a project about how

communities grow together,

discovering how the attacks still

powerfully affect their families and

their neighborhood.

The Girl from the TarThe Girl from the Tar
Paper SchoolPaper School
by Teri Kanefield

Describes the peaceful protest

organized by teenager Barbara Rose

Johns in order to secure a permanent

building for her segregated high

school in 1951 Virginia, and explains

how her actions helped jumpstart and

fuel the Civil Rights Movement.

*Located in J Biography at JB Johns

The Playbook: 52 Rules toThe Playbook: 52 Rules to
Aim, Shoot, and Score inAim, Shoot, and Score in
This Game Called LifeThis Game Called Life
by Kwame Alexander

A companion to the Newbery Award-

winning The Crossover stands as an

inspirational guide for middle-graders

on how to succeed on the court of life

in accordance with the wisdom of

such role models as Nelson Mandela,

LeBron James and Michelle Obama.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J158.1 A

The LEGO NeighborhoodThe LEGO Neighborhood
BookBook
by Brian Lyles

Provides complete step-by-step

instructions for dozens of inspiring

ideas including multistory buildings,

recliners, and traffic lights constructed

with LEGO pieces.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J688.725 L
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